
Year 2 Curriculum Overview
Term: Spring 1

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Claude in the City
Text exploration

Claude in the city
Persuasive text

Claude in the city
Story writing

Punctuation and
Grammar

Commas in a list BOYS Sentences Contractions Homophones Common exception
words

Spelling –el spelling

Camel, tunnel,
squirrel, travel,

towel tinsel, bagel,
hazel, vowel, jewel.

many nouns end in
–al, but many
adjectives do

Metal, pedal,
capital, hospital,

animal, equal

Words ending in -i
spelling

Pencil, fossil,
nostril, pupil,

-y spelling at end of
words

Cry, fly, dry, try,
reply, sly, shy,

terrify, sky, multiply.

y is changed to i
before –es is added

Flies, tries, replies,
copies, babies,

carries, cries, dries,
marries, families.

y is changed to i
before –ed, –er and
–est are added

Cried, replied, tried,
dried

Maths Fractions of an
amount

Addition and
Subtraction -
Adding and
subtracting  1 and 2
digit numbers

Time - How to tell
minutes and hour

Position and
direction of shapes

Measurement -
length in mm, cm,
meters and km.

Measurement -
Capacity and mass

Maths KIRF Multiplication and division facts for 5 times tables

Science Living, Dead and
Never alive things

Animal life cycle Match animals to
their habitats

Micro-habitats
within our local
area

Do scientific
research about my
favourite animal

I can create and
perform my
presentation about
an animal

I can sort and categorise animals according to whether they are living, dead or have never been alive; and by what they eat.

I can identify which animals are predator, prey or both. I can draw a simple food chain based on our book.

I can match animals to their habitat, and justify my reasoning.

I can identify microhabitats within my local area, and conduct an observation over time.

I can research my favourite animal using secondary sources, and create a presentation including its habitat and diet.

I can perform my presentation to the class confidently, and review my learning.

Geography Place: Playgrounds around the world



To identify differences between playgrounds in Hackney and those in a non-European country

To similarities between playgrounds in Hackney and those in a non-European country

To compare the geographical features of different countries

To locate non-European countries on a world map

To use geographical vocabulary to describe different localities

To compare playgrounds around the world

Religion Part 1 : Passover
Religion: Judaism

I can order the events in the story of Passover.

I know that Jews have a special relationship (covenant) with God. I can
tell you why it is important that they do what God asks.

I can name items found on the Seder plate and explain their
significance.

I can suggest how important activities are to Jewish people.

Part 2: Prayer at home
Religion: Islam

I know that Muslims pray 5 times a day.

I can describe how prayer may help a Muslim in their life.

Art Human Form
Collage, portrait and sculpture

To make a human alphabet.
Tracing and decorating a skull.
Making faces.
Creating Opie style portraits.
Making clothing peg figures.

PSHE Economic Wellbeing
To understand where money comes from
To begin to understand the difference between wants and needs
Understanding how saving can help us to buy the things we want.
Understand that banks look after money and the benefits of bank accounts
To understand that skills and interests will help someone decide what job to do



I can make a budget and follow the spending limit.

PE Gymnastics
Parts high and parts low

- To travel and balance confidently showing different parts of the body high or low.
- To demonstrate being close to or far away from the floor and apparatus showing contrasts in shape and speed.
- To link three movements together smoothly in a planned sequence.
- To adapt and transfer work safely from the floor to the apparatus.

Pathways - straight, zig zag, curving
- To travel confidently and competently in different ways and on different body parts.
- To understand and create different pathways and move in different directions.
- To link together movements showing contrasts in speed and level.
- Perform a limited range of skills with  a partner

Turning, spinning and twisting
- To turn, spin and twist on different body parts, showing control and coordination.
- To understand that one part of the body must be “fixed”.
- To create a twist to link together three movements showing contrasts in speed and level.

- To use their understanding of turning, spinning and twisting to adapt work safely from the floor to the apparatus.

Spanish Animals and Instruments
To know all 10 animal nouns in spanish
Pig - Un cerdo
Rabbit - un conejo
Duck - un pajaro
Lion - un leon
Rat - un raton
Monkey - un mono
Sheep - una oveja
Horse - un caballo
Cow - una vaca


